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Booby Reef, on the North-eastern coast of Tobago 

 

Through taking mainly ecology modules, I knew this was what I loved most and wanted to 

continue on with, so when I was given the opportunity to carry out the research for my 

dissertation on the coral reefs of Tobago I was extremely excited to be able to be so passionate 

about my project. I was there for 3 weeks in June 2013 with one other student from UEA, my 

supervisor Dr Cock van Oosterhout and a group of lecturers and students from the University of 

Cardiff. Research was carried out in the first two weeks, and we needed to keep to a schedule to 

ensure we could collect all the data that was needed and be able to adjust to any problems that 

arose. 

 

Before the trip, I had to learn and be able to identify all of the fish in the Caribbean, which was 

incredible to experience first hand, as after only a few days I became much more confident in 

identification. These first couple days practicing the snorkelling and identification techniques were 

spent accompanying the students from Cardiff University and we were allowed to become fully 



integrated with the group and they helped give us support whilst we started becoming more clear 

about the aims of our research and how this would be feasible. 

 

We snorkelled and observed fish on several reefs but Booby Reef was chosen to carry out the 

research on due to the high abundance of the territorial Dusky damselfish (Stegastes adustus) that 

partition the reef into individual territories. Although not as strikingly beautiful or large as some of 

the other fish on the reef – this species was particularly intriguing to study because of its highly 

aggressive nature – it spends the entirety of its life within a territory that it fends off from a variety 

of intruders. Initially I had three main sections I was going to look at. Firstly was to see the 

relationship these Dusky damselfish had with heterospecific intruders that would enter their 

territory – whether the reaction from the host changed due to species of intruder. Secondly, the 

relationship between the conspecific neighbouring Dusky damselfish – if they ignored each other 

in order to worry about heterospecific intruders more or if they were constantly re-establishing 

their borders and if size had an effect on the reaction. Finally, I was looking at where the 

damselfish spend the majority of time within the territory and whether or not this changed with 

the size of the host or due to a specific feature such as the algae garden which is the damselfish’s 

main food source. 

 

The Dusky damselfish (Stegastes adustus) 

 

Research was carried out at a depth of 1-2metres so observations could be taken throughout the 

day and not be affected by the tidal cycle. I chose 15 adjacent territories and mapped these out 

using stones labelled with the letters A-I for each territory – forming a checkerboard distribution. 

For the first two aims, the territories were individually observed for 5 minutes and in this time any 



intruding species was identified, its location, group size, reaction, as well as any interactions with 

the conspecific neighbours – their location, size and reaction. For the third aim, I drew out a 

checkerboard before hand and observed the territory for 5 minutes, with every 10 seconds the 

location of the host fish being noted down onto the diagram. I managed to get a large quantity of 

data due to the time we spent in the water – about six hours a day! We were also exposed to all 

sorts of weather conditions, from huge rainstorms and freezing water to extreme sunshine leading 

to a few bad burns. These conditions meant we had to prepare for every scenario, as we’d be 

dropped off on the beach by Booby Reef and spend the whole day there, this made us become 

very adaptable! 

 

 

Here is an example of one of the territories after I mapped it out – with specific features and 

conspecific neighbours identified. 

 

My aims also had to change slightly after several days, because different behaviours started being 

observed – the Dusky damselfish would change colour and leave their territories in a foraying 

behaviour for up to a couple of minutes. I recorded all of these behaviours using an underwater 

camera so I could watch them later when I had more resources. It turned out that the damselfish 

were demonstrating displays of mating behaviour, which occurs in synchronisation with the lunar 

cycle. I was then able to identify these behaviours and see if the reactions towards conspecific 

neighbours and heterospecific intruders changed during mating behaviour or not. This was 

particularly fascinating, as not many studies have been carried out on this. 



 

My results showed that the Dusky damselfish do in fact change their reactions depending on the 

species of intruder – proving that they can recognise different species and conserve energy to 

spend on more threatening intruders. There was also a significant difference between the species 

to enter the territories, with the largest number of intrusions being carried out by the Slippery dick 

wrasse species. I then looked at the relationship with the Slippery dick to see if the Dusky 

damselfish reactions changed towards them during mating behaviour but the difference was not 

significant. Having a greater number of conspecific neighbours did not make the host more 

aggressive, but aggression levels were found to vary significantly between each of the 15 

territories I was observing. Again, the reactions were not found to change significantly towards the 

conspecific neighbours when mating behaviour was being displayed. Smaller fish were found to 

spend a greater amount of time in the centre of their territories – possibly hiding from larger 

conspecifics. The Dusky damselfish were also found to spend a greater percentage of time in the 

periphery of their territories compared to the centre, potentially reinforcing their boundaries with 

conspecifics or being alert on any heterospecifics that may enter their territories. Finally, each 

damselfish was observed spending a different proportion of time by their algae garden, with some 

individuals spending a considerably longer amount of time by them than others. 

 

 

With the Cardiff students on the last day in Charlotteville 

 



This experience really exposed me to the world of research and I absolutely loved it. I learnt an 

invaluable amount, from collecting research, to identification, to being able to analyse data and so 

much about the behaviours of fish on the reef as well. I met an amazing group of people and this 

experience has made me really want to continue learning as much as possible about the fauna 

around the world and potentially carrying out more research and conservation work as I was 

exposed to such an incredible environment. I am incredibly grateful to the Katie Wilkinson 

Research Scholarship for helping me be able to fund this once in a lifetime opportunity.  

 

 

A beautiful sunset after a long rainstorm 


